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Abstract 
We show that the elementary theory of the recursively enumerable tt-degrees has the same 
computational complexity as true first-order arithmetic. As auxiliary results, we prove theorems 
about exact pairs and initial segments in the tt-degrees. 
0. Introduction 
In the study of structures arising in recursion theory, determining the computa- 
tional complexity of the elementary theory has often been a major point of interest. 
We are concerned here with this problem for the degree ordering of r.e. tt-degrees. 
Recall that the reducibilities &,,tt, & and &,, are obtained from the general 
Turing-reducibility by restricting more and more the underlying concept of oracle 
computation. Given sets X, Y,X is weak truth-table reducible to Y (written 
X &.Jtt Y ) if X = {e}’ for some computation procedure {e} such that the use function 
[19, p. 493 is recursively bounded. X is truth-table reducible to Y (written X &,Y) if 
X = {e}’ for some computation procedure {e} which is total for every oracle (or, 
equivalently, X &, Y if there is a recursive function g assigning to each input z a finite 
collection of oracle queries on Y and a Boolean function such that z E X iff the 
Boolean function applied to the answers on the queries yields 1). Finally, X is 
m-reducible to Y (X <,,, Y) if z E X-f(z) E Y for some recursive functionf. Given 
a reducibility & among the ones introduced above, the r-degree deg,(X) of set X is 
{Y: Y Ed X}, where we write Y -, X for X 6, Y A Y <, X. R, and D,( < 8’) denote 
the partial orders of r-degrees of r.e. sets and of r-degrees of sets r-reducible of @‘, 
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respectively. Since R, = D,( d 8’) seven structures arise in this way. It is easily 
verified that, for sets X, Y. 
w(degAW, deg,(Y)) = deg,(X 0 Y). 
Hence all seven reducibility structures form upper semilattices (u.s.1.). 
We review the known results about the complexity of the theories of these structures. 
The first undecidability proof for the elementary theory of RT (briefly Th(R,)) was 
announced in [7]; a simpler one is given in [3]. For the u.s.1. R,,, D,,( d 8’) as well as 
D,,,( d @), undecidability results have been obtained in [lo] and in [9]. The proofs of 
these three results rely on similar methods. 
The undecidability of Th(R,,,) has been proved recently in [2]; this was done 
by showing that the structure E3 of C$sets under inclusion is elementarily definable 
with parameters in R,,,. It is now clear that the same method can be applied to 
obtain undecidability proofs for R, and R,,, as well as for r.e bounded truth-table 
degrees [111. 
Since all the reducibility structures above are definable within (w, + , x ), all their 
theories are (m-) reducible to true (first-order) arithmetic, i.e. to Th(w, + , x ). After 
proving the undecidability of the theory of such structures, the next question is 
whether the theory is as complex as possible, namely whether true arithmetic is 
m-equivalent o it. For the r.e. Turing degrees, the question has been answered 
affirmatively in [S] and later, by a simpler proof, in [17]. For the Turing degrees 
below O’, the question has been answered affirmatively in [lS]. The question remains 
open for R, and R,,,.The difficulty is that R, and R,,, form distributive semilattices, 
a property which severely restricts the possibilities for coding. It is also unknown 
whether the question has an affirmative answer for the distributive lattices E”, n > 1, 
of x:-sets under inclusion.’ 
In this paper, we show that true arithmetic is m-equivalent o Th(R,,). The coding 
scheme used is quite general and should be applicable to D,J 6 8’) and D,,,( < 8’) as 
well. The major remaining difficulty seems to be proving the exact pair theorem of 
Section 5 for these other degree structures. 
1. Outline of the proof 
We give an outline of the proof for the r.e. tt-degrees and introduce some notation. 
To show that true arithmetic is reducible to Th(R,,), we carry out the following 
program (cf. [ 181): 
(a) define a standard model of arithmetic in R,, with a special ist of parameters, 
and 
(b) obtain a formula t,+(p) such that 
’ All these questions are solved now. See [ 121 for R,, [S] for E and [13] for Rw,, as well as a general survey. 
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(bl) for an arbitrary list of parameters, + implies that the formulas used in (a) 
define a standard model with these parameters, and 
(b2) $ is satisfied by the special parameter list in (a). 
Note that (b) is stronger than (a). Thus (a) should be viewed as an intermediate goal, 
needed to obtain the special parameter list and formulas in the language of u.s.1. 
(P”“,,,(x; p), (po(x, y, z; p) and (ps(x, y, z; p) which define a standard model in R,, if this 
parameter list is substituted for p. 
For a sentence M. in the language of arithmetic, let C(p) be the translation of a using 
these formulas. Then, by (b), 
(0, +, x) E a -R,, k (39CW4~Wl. 
In this way, true arithmetic is m-reducible to Th(R,,). 
Our proof is in three parts, corresponding to Sections 24. Section 2 contains 
definability results for equivalence relations, which, among others, make it possible to 
define a standard model of arithmetic in a certain lattice 17, of equivalence relations 
with additional unary predicates. Section 3 provides theorems about r.e. tt-degrees 
which enable us, in Section 4, to carry over the results obtained in Section 2 to R,,. 
Thus our approach is an indirect one, going through an interpretation of arithmetic in 
an auxiliary structure. The transfer of results about equivalence relations into results 
about r.e. tt-degrees is the central idea to meet (a) and (b2). 
1. I. Notation and terminology for equivalence relations 
Before we discuss the proof in more detail, we introduce some notation The 
unordered pair of distinct objects r, s is denoted by [r, s]. An equivalence relation X is 
a transitive set of unordered pairs. We write r X s for r = s v [r, s] E X]. 
We say that an equivalence relation X is on a set Y, if, for I # s, 
[r,s]EX -+ YE YAS~ Y. 
Let w+ = w - (0). If X is an equivalence relation on w+ and S E o+ , then Sx 
denotes the set {x E o + : (3y E S)[yX z]}. We say that S is X-closed if Sx = S. For 
a E CO+, we write ax instead of {a}“. The sets ax are called equivalence classes of X, or 
briefly X-classes. 
Given equivalence relations X, Y on CD+, we write X d Y if X I> Y. Intuitively 
speaking, X has less information than Y in the sense that we can distinguish fewer 
numbers via X than via Y. With this ordering, the equivalence relations on CD+ form 
a lattice. Note that this lattice has a least element 0, which is the equivalence relation 
with only one equivalence class, that the supremum of X, Y is X n Y and the infimum 
of X, Y is the transitive closure trcl(X u Y). 
Let S SW,. By St2], we denote the set {[x, y]: x, y E S}. The equivalence relation 
X v St2] can be interpreted as the restriction of X to S, in particular, X v St’] is on S. 
We let II, be the sublattice of equivalence relations with a cofinite equivalence 
class. Variables P, Q, . , range over fl, . Note that atoms in II, are the equivalence 
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relations in Ii’, with two equivalence classes. For n 2 1, let E, be the atom in n, 
which possesses the equivalence class (n), and let AC, = (E,: n b 1). A subset S of At, 
is called recursive if the set {n: E, E S} is recursive. In a similar manner, we speak about 
recursive equivalence relations on At 1 etc. 
We think of o+ and At, as conceptually different sets. Relations on o+ are 
called leoel 1, whereas relations on At, (and sometimes on the whole structure n,) 
are level 2. 
Once and for all, we fix a particular standard model of arithmetic: let 
and let 
U = {E,: n E F}. 
(Thus, F is level 1 and U is level 2). The ordering of F gives rise to a standard model 
(U, 0, 0) in an obvious way. 
1.2. How to satisfjl (a) 
The results that will follow in Section 3 allow the direct transfer of simple level 2 
objects like the sets U and {P: P < R} (R some fixed recursive equivalence relation). 
Therefore, in Section 2.1, we exhibit recursive quivalence relations Ci, . . . , C6 (not in 
n,) such that (U, 0, 0) is definable in the structure 
(ncO; O, 69 v, u, V, ({P: p d ci})i=l, .6L 
where the auxiliary set V is defined by 
(1.1) 
V= UujE,,: n> 1). 
The first two theorems in Section 3 are also needed for (bl). We use the following 
terminology. An initial segment X of R,, has socle m if m is the minimum element of 
X - (0). In Theorem 1, we show that, for each such initial segment, X - (0) lies 
within one single T-degree. In particular, since minimal tt-degrees are not high [14], 
all the tt-degrees in X are T-incomplete3. 
The next critical result is an exact pair theorem. First a definition. A set S E R,, has 
a C$representation if the index set {e: deg,,(W,) E S} is xi. An ideal I of R,, with 
a C$representation is called a Xi-ideal. We prove that, if a C$ideal contains only 
T-incomplete tt-degrees, then there exist r.e. tt-degrees b,c such that I = {x E R,,: 
x < b, c}. We say that b, c form an exact pair for Z. In particular, every xi-ideal with 
a socle possesses an exact pair. 
3 This extends a result in [6]. There, Harrington and Haught show that if X is a finite initial segment of R,, 
then X has a socle and X-CO] lies within one T-degree. 
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The third theorem in Section 3 relies on methods in [lo], where the undecidability 
of Th(R,,) is proved. Given IZ 2 1, let 
n, = {P: (Vx)('Jy) [x, y > n + x P y]}. 
IZ,, is a sublattice of H, and can be identified with the lattice of equivalence relations 
on { 1, . . , n} (which is denoted by n, in [lo]). They show the following: for each n > 1, 
there exist r.e. tt-degrees a,,, a such that 
(n,, d ) = Cao, al. (1.2) 
Moreover, the set [0, a] consists of r.e. tt-degrees only and has socle ao. By model 
theoretic considerations, this result implies that the theories of R,, and D,,( < 8’) are 
undecidable4. The possibility of transfering undecidability from equivalence relations 
to tt-degrees uggested by (1.2) inspired the approach used in our proof. 
We derive a result similar to (1.2) for fla,. . there exists a X:-ideal I such that the 
partial orders Iloa and I - (0) are isomorphic. Moreover, the ideal I is downward 
closed in the set of all tt-degrees and possesses a socle ao. Then, applying the exact pair 
theorem, we obtain r.e. tt-degrees b, c such that 
(fl ~, < ) z {x: a0 d x < b,c). (1.3) 
We briefly describe the proof of (1.2) as well as of our result. We use a partition of CL)+ 
into blocks 
~,=(dx,d,+,l (~2’9, (1.4) 
where (d,),,, is a recursive strictly increasing sequence of positive numbers (to be 
specified soon). Given an r.e. set A and a recursive equivalence relation R on o+ , let 
(A)R can be viewed as the projection of A via R. Clearly, this projection is r.e. 
Moreover, 
R d S * (4 Gt(4s (1.5) 
(see Lemma 3.4). The proof of (1.2) in [lo] uses blocks B, defined by d, = nx (x E CO). 
An r.e. set A is constructed in such a way that 
{deg&4~): P E n,> u 10) (1.6) 
4 Using the terminology of [2], undecidability of Th(R,,) and Th(D,,( C 8’)) can be obtained from (1.2) in an 
alternative way as follows. The class of finite undirected graphs is elementarily definable with parameters 
(e.d.p.) in {II.: n > 1) by methods in Section 2 of this paper; furthermore, the class { I7.: n > 1) is e.d.p in R,, 
and in D,,( < 0) by (1.2). Undecidability now follows from the fact that the class of finite undirected graphs 
is hereditarily undecidable. 
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forms an initial segment and, for P, Q E n,, 
P Q Q 3 (4 $ t, (4,. (1.7) 
By (1.5), equivalence holds in (1.7), and a0 = deg,,((A),) is the socle of the initial 
segment (1.6). Thus, (1.2) is satisfied via a0 and a = deg,,(A), where the isomorphism is 
given by P -+ deg,,((A),). 
In the proof of our result, blocks are increasing in length. Define 
do = 0 and, for x 2 0, 
d, = d,_, f x. 
Then l&l = x and d, + i E l&o 1 < i f x. Let (R,),., be any sequence of uniformly 
recursive equivalence relations such that II, c {R,: n E a}. We construct an r.e. set 
A such that 
I = {deg,,((A),): P E L7,}u{O} d is ownward closed in the set of all tt-degrees, 
(1.8) 
Pn)(v~)CR, Q R, * (AIR, $ tt(A)~,l~ (1.9) 
Again by (1.5), equivalence holds in (1.9). 
Define the map @: II, --f R,, by G(P) = deg,,((A)P). If R = R, for some n and 
c = deg,,((A)R)r then the image of {P: P 6 R} under @is {p E I - (0): p < r}. Together 
with the exact pair theorem, this enables us not only to satisfy (1.3) via @, but even to 
define a copy of the structure (1.1) in R,, with parameters (Section 4). This will be 
sufficient for (a). To define the copy of (l.l), we include the recursive equivalence 
relations Ci, . . . , C6 in our list (R,) The special parameter list will consist of 
a0 socle of the ideal rg(@) u {0}, 
h, c exact pair for this ideal, 
uo, ul; vo, vi exact pairs for the ideals generated by G(U) and @(I’), 
ci (1 < i < 6) degrees defining the arithmetical operations; these tt-degrees are 
given by ci = deg,((A)c,), 
f, g, succ, id four additional tt-degrees which will be needed for (b2). (1.10) 
1.3. SaGsfLing (b) 
We give conditions (CAr), (Cl)-(C5) and (CSt) on an arbitrary list of parameters 
which can be expressed in the language of u.s.1. The formula $(p) in (b) is the 
conjunction of formulas expressing these conditions. To indicate the intended mean- 
ings of the parameters, we use the same symbols as in the special list (1.10) for the 
parameters in an arbitrary list ~7. The parameters f, g, succ, id occur in (C4) and (C5) 
only. Loosely speaking, these two conditions enable us to recover the standard part of 
the model of arithmetic we define using the other parameters. 
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We here state conditions (CAr) and (CSt) in their final form. The other conditions 
will be made precise only in Section 4. 
(CAr) the ternury relations dejined by theformulas cpo, cp@ on {c E R,,: (P”“,,,(C)} give 
a model M = (M, +, x ) of Robinson arithmetic. 
(These formulas will be specified in Section 4.) 
Condition (Cl) says that the initial segment {x E R,,: x 6 b, c} has socle ao. Let 
2 denote denote the ordering of M. (C2) requires that, for each k E M, the supremum 
sk of the (possibly infinite) set {I: 1 < k} exists, and that sk Q b, c. Then, in particular, 
the set M is included in an initial segment which possesses a socle. Condition (C3) is 
(Vk E M)(V’I E M)[I < Sk * 1 r= k]. 
The conditions (C4) and (0) are defined in such a way that 
(C4) and (C5) together imply that the ideal I generated by the standard part S of 
M is a xi-ideal, and (1.11) 
with suitable definitions of f, g, WCC, id in (l.lO), (C4) and (C5) are satisfied. 
(1.12) 
Let p, p’ range over {x: a, d x d b, c}). Regarding (1.1 l), note that 
I = {p: (3k E S) [p d s,J} u (0). 
One possibility to make I a x:-ideal would be to (uniformly) obtain {p’: p’ < Sk+ 1} 
from {p: p < sk} by an application of a second order 3-formula cp(X, x) without 
negation signs. Suppose we require that 
for each k E S and each p’, p’ 6 Sk+ 1 iff R,, /= q({p: p < Sk}, p’). (1.13) 
Observe that {(i,j): Wi dtt Wj} is a Z: relation and that the set of r.e. tt-degrees {x: 
a0 Q x d b d c} has a Cs representation. Then, by the properties of cp(X, x), for each 
k E S, the ideal {p: p < sk}u{O} h as a C!$representation uniformly in k. Hence I is 
a C i-ideal. 
In view of (1.12), we have to modify this scheme: we require (1.13) with Sk: and 
g + 1 replaced by sk v f and sk + 1 v f, respectively. This will lead to condition (0). 
Condition (C4) makes it possible to recover I from the x:-ideal 
{p: (3k E S) [p < sk V f&J(O) 
and shows that I is itself a YZ$ideal. Now, by the exact pair theorem and (Cl), 
I possesses an exact pair r, s. By (C3), S = {k E M: k < r, s}. Thus, for (bl) it is sufficient 
to require 
(CSt) for each pair r, s, if {k E M: k < r, s} is a proper nonempty initial segment of 
(M, k ), then this set possesses a maximum with respect o -? . 
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To satisfy (1.12), we use the transfer idea once again. Thus, the four last tt-degrees in 
(1.10) will correspond to four recursive quivalence relations. In particular, f and g will 
correspond to Ft21 and (o+ - F)121 We first formulate and prove (C4) and (C.5) for . 
equivalence relations (Section 2.2). We also add a transfer lemma in Section 3 and 
adjust the list (R,). Then we are able to show that (C4) and (C5) hold for the special ist 
(1.10). 
Note that all conditions except (C4) and (C5) are immediate from the definitions of 
the tt-degrees in (1.10) and the fact that we are defining a standard model. In this way 
we satisfy (b2). 
2. Equivalence relations 
2.1. Defining a standard model of arithmetic in n, 
Recall that the variables P, Q range over II,, that F = (2n + 1: n E w>, U = {E,: 
n E F}, and V = Uu{E,,: n > l}. The results in Section 1 only use that U and V are 
recursive level 2 sets and that 0 c,U c,I’ c,Ati. 
The standard model (U, 0, 0) is determined by (F, < ) in an obvious way. Our goal 
in Section 2.1 is to define the arithmetical operations 0, 0 in a structure 
(n,; O, G 2 v, u, v, ({p: p d ci})i=l, . ..6). 
This is done in two steps. In Lemma 2.1 we show in a straightforward way that an 
arbitrary recursive relation R G U3 can be defined by three recursive equivalence 
relations on I/. It then remains to define a given level 2 recursive equivalence relation 
X on V in a structure 
(n,; 0, d , v, v, {P: p d C},, (2.1) 
where C is an appropriately chosen level 1 recursive quivalence relation. To do so, we 
use cardinalities of equivalence classes. In Lemma 2.2, we verify that there exists 
a recursive equivalence relation C on 0 + with finite classes only such that 
X = {[E,,E,]: lnCl = IrncIAE,E VAE,E V}. (2.2) 
Then, in Lemma 2.3, we show the definability of the level 2 equivalence relation 
{[E,,, E,]: l&l = \m”l} in (n,; 0, < , v, {P: P < C}). This is a purely algebraic result. 
In the course of the proof, we interpret equivalence relations P in II, with the 
property that all finite P-classes have cardinality 2 as bijections between finite sets. 
Lemma 2.1. There exist recursive equivalence relations X1, . . . ,X6 on V such that 
(U, 0, 0) is dejinable in the structure 
(V; u, Xl, ... ,X6). 
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Proof. It is sufficient to show that any recursive ternary relation R c U3 can be 
defined from U and recursive equivalence relations Y i , Yz, Y3 on I/. Fix a l-1 
recursive map c: U3 + V - U, and define 
Yi = trcl {[Xi,C(X,,X,,X,)]: Rx~x~x~} (i = 1,2,3). 
Clearly, the equivalence relations Yi are recursive. Now 
R = {(x1, x2, xj) E U3: (321 [x1 Y1 z A x2 Yz z A xj Y, z]}. 
This shows the definability of R. 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let X be any recursive equivalence relation on V. Then there is a recursive 
equivalence relation C on co+ with jnite equivalence classes only such that (2.2) holds. 
Proof. Let P = {n: E, E V}. Define a recursive function h by 
h(n) = min {k: Ek X E,}. 
To define C, attach to each n E P numbers in w+ - P in such a way that 
I&( = 1 + h(n). 
It is clear that C can be chosen recursive and that (2.2) holds. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let C be any equivalence relation on o + with finite equivalence classes 
only. Then 
{[En,&J: lnCl = bCI> (2.3) 
is dejinable in the structure (IT,; 0, < , v , {P: P < C}). 
Proof. We use the following notation. If the finite P-classes are Zi, . . . , Z,, we write 
P = Zll . . . IZ”k. 
Thus e.g. E, = n+ (omitting brackets). We use variables H, K, L for atoms in II,,. 
Note that, if H = Z+ and R is any equivalence relation on w+ , then 
H < R o Z is an R-closed set. (2.4) 
Let At, be the set of atoms H such that one H-class has cardinality two. If 
H = n, m + (n # m), then H represents the unordered pair [En, E,] in the following 
sense: for each k, 1, 
H d EkvEt * [EL, 41 = [En, Em]. 
This follows from (2.4) since Ek v Et = kilt--_. We write Component(K, H) if 
K=E, v K=E,. 
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In the following, the definability of At, in n, as well as of 
{n, mt_: lnCl = ImCI} (2.5) 
in (ZI,; 0, d , v , {P: P d C}) is shown. The definability of the relation (2.3) in this 
structure follows, since, for each k, 1, [Ek, Et] is in the set (2.3) if and only if 
(3H) [H is in (2.5) A H < Ek v Et]. 
We prove a series of sublemmas, which introduce auxiliary predicates. In each 
sublemma,we show the equivalence of a semantical statement (i) about equivalence 
relations and a statement (ii) which is easily seen to be definable in Il, or 
in a structure (n,; 0, Q , v, {P: P d S>), where S is some fixed equivalence rela- 
tion. In this way, the sublemma shows the definability of the auxiliary predicate 
given by (i). 
Sublemma 1. Let K = X t_ and L = Y t-_. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) Oe{XnY,R nY, XnY, XnY}. 
(ii) There are at most three atoms below K v L. 
In this case we write Compat(K, L). 
Proof. (i) + (ii): If (i) holds, then K v L possesses at most three equivalence classes. 
Now (ii) follows by (2.4). 
(ii) --f (i): If(i) fails, th en each set among Xn Y, Xn Y, Xn 9, Xn Y is an equivalence 
class of an atom below K v L. Then there exist four such atoms. 0 
Sublemma 2. Let S be an equivalence relation on co+ with at most one infinite 
equivalence class, and let H = X + be any atom. Then the following are equivalent. 
(i) X or X is an S-class, 
(ii) H d S A (VK)[K 6 S * Compat(H, K)]. 
In this case we write Class,(H). 1fS E ll,, we also write Class(H, S). 
Remark. This sublemma shows that the unary predicate Classs is definable in 
(n,; 0, d , v, {P: P d S}) and that the binary predicate Class is definable in Ilco. 
Proof of Sublemma 2. (i) + (ii). Suppose that (i) holds. By (2.4), H d S. Now let 
K = Y + be such that K < S. Then for each S-class 2, Z G Y or Z E Y. Hence 
X, Y satisfy (i) in Sublemma 1. 
(ii) --f(i): Suppose that neither X nor X is an S-class. Then we can choose finite 
S-classes Zi, Zz such that Z1 c X and Z2 c 8 (Z, exists since X is a union of 
S-classes and S possesses at most one infinite class). Let K = Z1uZ2+. Then 
K d S and iCompat(H, K). 0 
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We are now able to show the definability in II, of At,, At, and the binary predicate 
Component. For At 1, apply Sublemma 2 to the set S = 8. Since @classes are just the 
singletons, we can infer that, for each atom H, 
HE At, o (VK) [Compat(H, K)]. 
Hence At, is definable. To show the definability of At, and Component, observe that, 
for arbitrary P, K 
PeAt2 o (3K1)(3K2)[K1,Kz~At,/\I{P,Kt,K2)I=3~PPK,vK2], 
(2.6) 
Component(K, P) o (3KI)(3K,)[(2.6) holds AK E {K,, K2}]. 
Sublemma 3. Let S be as in Sublemma 2 and H = n, m 1~ (n # m). Then thefollowing 
are equivalent. 
(i) n Sm, 
(ii) (VK) [K E Classs = {Compat(K, H) A (K E At, * ~Component(H, K))}]. 
In this case we write Relateds(H). 
Proof. (i) + (ii): If n S m and K = Xt--- E Classs, then n E X e m E X and hence 
Compat(K, H). Moreover, if X is the singleton {z), then K E Classs implies that X is 
an S-class. Therefore z # n, m and 1 Component(H, K). 
(ii) +(i): Suppose that 1 n Sm. If lzs( = 1 for some z E {n, m}, then (ii) fails for 
K = z+ Otherwise, choose x # n in ns and y # m in ms. Let X = {n, m}, Y = ns 
and K = Y +-. Then K E Classs. Since the sets Xn Y, Xn Y, Xn Y, 8n p in (i) of 
Sublemma 1 contain the numbers n, x, m, y, respectively, 1 Compat(K, H) and, again, 
(ii) fails. 0 
If ur,vr, . . . , uk, ok E co+ are pairwise distinct, then we use the equivalence rela- 
tion 
P = ar,r,l . . . lt.&,Vk+~ 
to represent the bijection Ui + vi (1 < i < k) between the sets {ui, . . . , uk} and 
10 1, ... 2 ok}. Note that P E At, iff k = 1. First we show that the set of all P which 
represent bijections is definable. Using this, we derive the definability of the ternary 
relation 
{(P, X t-7 y t-): P represents a bijection between X and Y}. 
Sublemma 4. Let P E iI& be arbitrary. Then the following are equivalent. 
(i) each Jinite P-class has cardinality 2, 
(ii) (3K) [Class(K, P) A (VH) [Class(H, P) A H # K + H E At*]]. 
In this case we write Inj(P). 
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Proof. (i) -+ (ii): Immediate by Sublemma 2. 
(ii) + (i): Suppose that (ii) holds via K = X +. It is easy to see that the infinite 
P-class must be R. If Y is any finite P-class, Y # X, then H = Y + is in At,, whence 
IYl=2. 0 
Definitions. The atom K in (ii) of Sublemma 4 is uniquely determined by P. Thus 
there is a unary function InfCl which is definable in in II, such that, if Inj(P), then 
(ii) holds via K = InfCl(P). 
We write ip for the map represented by P. Thus, 
ip(x) = y e {x,y} is a P-class. 
Sublemma 5. Suppose that Inj(P) holds. Let K, L be atoms, and let X, Y, Z be the 
(jnite) sets such that K = X+-, L = Y +- and InfCl(P) = Z+. Then the 
following are equivalent. 
(i) (i.1) and (i.2) below hold: 
(i.1) XnY =~AXUY = Z, 
(i.2) the map i, dejnes a bijection between X and Y (Fig. 1). 
(ii) (ii.1) and (ii.2) below hold: 
(ii.1) {H: H < K v L) = {K, L, InfCl(P)}, and this set has cardinality 3, 
(ii.2) (VH)[H E At, A Class(H, P) * 
(1 Compat(K, H) A 1 Compat(L, H)) v 
(Component(K, H) A Component(L, H))]. 
We write Bij(P, K, L) if Inj(P) and the equivalent conditions above hold. 
Remarks. Note that (ii.1) implies Compat(K, L). From (ii.1) it follows that the atom 
InfCl(P) is below K v L, a fact which will be used in the proof of (ii) --f (i) to show that 
Z = Xu Y. The two alternatives in (ii.2) correspond to the cases P$At, and P E At,, 
respectively. 
Proof of Sublemma 5. (i) 4 (ii): Suppose that (i) holds. Then K v L = X 1 Y t_-, and 
(ii.1) follows. For (ii.2), let H E At, be arbitrary such that Class(H,P). If P$At,, then, 
x Y z 
Fig. 1. The map ip defines a bijection between X and Y. 
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by (i.2) the first alternative in (ii.2) holds. If P E At,, then X and Y are singletons and 
H = InfCl(P). Hence the second alternative in (ii.2) holds. 
(ii) --+ (i): Suppose that (ii) holds. Assume for a contradiction that Xn Y # Q5. Since 
X, Y are finite and Compat(K, L), X c Y or Y c X, say the first. Then, since K # L, X 
is strictly contained in Y, and K v L = X ) Y - X +. We show Z = 7. Since the atom 
InfCl(P) is below K v L, 2 or Z must be a K v L-class. By the finiteness of X, Y and Z, 
to show Z = Y we only have to rule out the cases Z = X and Z = Y. But if Z = X or 
Z = Y, then some P-class {n, m}, n # m, is included in Y. Let H = n, m+-. Then 
Compat(L, H) A 1 Component(L, H). 
Hence (ii.2) is violated. This shows that Z = 7, contrary to (ii.1) Now, since 
XnY =0, KVL =XIYI---. Using (ii.2) in the same way as above, we can infer 
that XuY = Z. Moreover, again by (ii.2) the map i, is a bijection between X 
and Y. q 
We are now ready to establish the definability of (2.5). 
Sublemma 6. Let H = n,m+ (n # m). Then the following are equivalent. 
(i) J&I = lmCj 
(ii) Relatedc(H) v (1 Relatedc(H) 
A @P)[Class(H, P) A (%)(3L)[Classc(K) A Classc(L) A Bij(P, K, L)]]). (2.7) 
Remark. The significant condition in (ii) is Class (H, P): this implies that K, L 
represent he C-classes nc, mc (in some order). The condition 1 Related,-(H) in (ii) is in 
fact already implied by (2.7). 
Proof of Sublemma 6. If n Cm, then both (i) and (ii) are satisfied. Now assume that 
inCm. 
(i) --f (ii): Suppose that (i) holds, and let K = nC+ and L = mC+. Choose 
P such that Inj(P) and i,(n) = m. Then (2.7) holds via P, K and L. 
(ii) -+ (i): Suppose that (2.7) holds via P, K = X t-_ and L = Y t_. Since {n, m} is 
a P-class and X, Y are C-classes, by (ii.2) in Sublemma 5, {X, Y} = {n’, mC}. Because i, 
is a bijection between X and Y, this implies (i). 0 
As explained above, from Sublemma 6 we can infer the definability of (2.3). This 
concludes the proof of Lemma 2.3. 
Summarizing the preceding three Lemmas, we obtain: 
Theorem 2.4. There are recursive equivalence relations C1, . . . , C6 such that 
(U, 0, 0) isjrst-order dejinable in the structure 
(~IIC; 09 G YVY~, v3({p: p < ci))i=l,.,.,6)~ (2.8) 
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Proof. By Lemma 2.1, obtain recursive level 2 equivalence relations Xi, . . . ,X6 such 
that the arithmetical operations 0, @ are definable in the structure (V; 
u,xr, . . . ,X,). Lemma 2.2 gives recursive level 1 equivalence relations Cr, . . . , C6 
such that (2.2) holds for each Xi Ci. Now, using Lemma 2.3, for each i, the equivalence 
relation Xi is definable in (n,; 0, 6 , v , I/, {P: P < Ci}). This shows the definability 
of (U, 0, 0) in (2.8). 0 
2.2 The versions of the conditions (C4) and (C5) for equivalence relations 
Notation. Let S, T E w+ . In lattice theoretic formulas, we write S instead of St2]. If 
h: S -+ T is a l-l map and R is an equivalence relation on S, then we define an 
equivalence relation on T by 
k(R) = {[k(x), Wy)l: CKYI E R). 
Let G = o+ - F. We view (F, < ) and (G, < ) as copies of (o, < ). In Section 2, 
variables k, I range over F. Given k, k’ denotes the corresponding element of G, i.e. 
k=2n+lok’=2n+2.Fork=2n+l,letS,bethesupremum(inn,)ofthefirst 
n “numbers” in (U, 0, @), that is, 
Sk = sup (El: 1 < k}. 
In the following Lemma we state and verify condition (C4) for equivalence relations. 
Lemma 2.5. (Vk E F)(W) [P < Sk o P < (S, v F) A P < G]. 
Proof. Let k E F and P E n, be arbitrary. It suffices to show that 
P < Sk o P < (S, v F) A G. (2.9) 
We use the following graphical representations of the equivalence relations in ques- 
tion. 
on F: on G: 
F[21 = joy 1’12’1 . . . 
Gl21 = 1011121 . . .
Sk = lO(11 .. . [k-l,- 
Sk V F = 10111 . .. Jk-1 I- 1071’12’1 . . .
(Sk’.‘P)AG = 10111 . .. Ik-lip 
Since there is only one infinite P-class, (2.9) is immediate from the diagram for 
(SkvP)AG. 0 
The version of condition (C5) for equivalence relations is treated in Lemma 6. We 
first describe the ideas behind (C5). Since we will use the idea to transfer the 
appropriate property from equivalence relations to tt-degrees, we aim at uniformly 
obtaining {P’: P’ < S k+ 1 A F} from {P: P < Sk A F}. We again interpret certain 
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equivalence relations, not in f7, this time, as l-l maps. Define the maps&,,: F + G 
andfLd: G + F by 
f,,,,(k) = (k + 1)’ and A&‘) = 1. 
Then, for k E F, 
hdfsucc(& v 0) = Sk+ 1 v F. (2.10) 
Now, let S and Id be the equivalence relations corresponding to these maps, 
that is 
S = { [k,(k + l)‘]: k E F), 
Id = {[r, l]: I’ E G}. 
(2.11) 
Since FnG = 8, for arbitrary equivalence relations X on F and Y on G, 
j&,,(X)=(Xr\S)vG andJd(Y)=(Yr\Id)vF. (2.12) 
Given k E F, we let 
Hk = (Sk v F) A S, 
Lk = (Hk v G) A Id. 
In graphical representations, 
Hk = ~O'~Ol'~ . . . Ik - 1 &‘,I, 
on F: on G: 
HkVG =1011121 . . . 10’11’1 . . . Ik’{-, 
Lk = ~00’111’~ . . . Ikk’ 1. 
We can now rewrite (2.10) in the following way: 
S k+l~F =((((S,vF)r\S)vG)r\Id)vF 
=((H&vG)r\Id)vF 
= L& V F. (2.13) 
We use (2.13) to obtain {P’: P < S & + 1 v F} from {P: P < Sk v F) in a Uniform way. The 
key fact, which is immediate from the graphical representations, is that H,, #!+ E II,. 
Lemma 2.6. (Vk E F)(W) 
cP d @&+I VU * (3QdFQd CQI G P, vF) * QI < S 
A QzstQ~vG) A QAId 
A PGQ2vFll. (2.14) 
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Proof. Let k E F and P E IT, be arbitrary. If P < (S,,, v F), then, since 
Sk+, v F = Lk v F, (2.14) holds via Q1 = Hk and Qz = Lk. For the converse implica- 
tion, suppose that (2.14) holds via Q1, Q2. Then Q1 < Hk, whence 
Qz6(Q1vG)~Id<(HkvG)~Id=Lk, and 
PdQzvF6Lk~F=Sk+l~F. Cl 
3. Auxiliary results on ttdegrees 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that X is an initial segment of R,, with socfe m = deg,,(M). 
A be an r.e. set such that deg,,(A) E X - (0). Then A is Turing-reducible to 
Moreover, A is T-incomplete. 
Let 
M. 
Proof. Choose a l-l recursive function f such that A = rg(f). Recall that the defi- 
ciency set D of A with respect of is 
cs : w > 4C.m <.fbw~ 
and that A + D. It is easily seen that D & A. Then, by the hypothesis on M, 
M <,, D. The set D is simple and semirecursive [15]. Hence, by a Theorem of Degtev 
[ 161, for each nonrecursive set S, 
S dt, D * D +S. 
Therefore D GT M and A GT M. 
Degtev also has shown that minimal r.e. tt-degrees do not have high T-degree’ [14]. 
Hence A is T-incomplete. Cl 
Theorem 3.2, Let I be a I&ideal of R,, consisting of T-incomplete tt-degrees only. Then 
I possesses an exact pair. 
Notation. As in [19], for X E w, X trill denotes the set {(y,n): (y, n) E X} and XrSnl 
denotes the set Xtolu ** . uX[“l. 
Main Lemma 3.3. Let (D,),,, be a uniformly r.e. sequence of sets and let 
D = {(x, n): x ED”)}. 
Suppose that, for each e, the set D [se] is T-incomplete. Then there exist r.e. sets B and 
C such that 
(vn) CD. Ga B, Cl 
(VZ)[Z <,, B, C * (Ie)] [Z btt D’““]. (3.1) 
5 Downey and Shore have extended this result: every r.e. set of minimal tt-degree is low,. 
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Proof of Lemma 3.3. See Section 5. c3 
Proof of Theorem 3.2 (using Lemma 3.3). By a result of Yates [19, p. 2531, there exists 
a u.r.e. sequence sequence (D,),,, such that 
{ W,: deg,,(W,) E I] = {D,: n E 01. 
Apply Lemma 3 and let b = deg,,(B) and c = deg,,(C). Then b,c form an exact pair 
for I. 0 
The strictly increasing sequence (d,),,, was defined in Section 1.2, Recall that 
& = (&,4+ Il. 
Lemma 3.4 (Haught and Shore [lo]). Let R be any recursive equivalence relation. 
Then there exists a tt-reduction [e] such that (A)R = [e]‘A’“for each recursive equiva- 
lence relation U, R < U. 
Proof. For arbitrary numbers x, i, 1 < i Q x, 
do + i E(A)R * tAh k Vlbjfx/\iRjdx +j. 0 
We now introduce a property of an r.e. set A which can be viewed as a generaliz- 
ation of semirecursiveness. Let (A,),,, be an enumeration of an r.e. set A. We say that 
A is enumerated via blocks if, for each s, either A,+ 1 = A, or, for some x such that 
B,nA, = 8 and for some z E B,, 
A Sfl = A,u{z}uu {B,: x < yr\ B, G [0, s)}. 
Note that, for each x, IB,nAJ < 1 or B, c A. 
Lemma 3.5. Let (A,),,, be an enumeration of an r.e. set A via blocks. Then the following 
hold. 
(9 A Gil (40 
(ii) {x: B, E A} &,(A),. 
Proof (i) follows since (A), = U&A,), and, for each y, s, 
A,IY Z A,+IIY => (AJoIY Z (A,+I)o~Y. 
We show how to obtain a tt-reduction in (ii). Given x, w.1.o.g. assume that l&l > 1. 
Let s be the minimal number such that B, c [0, s). Then, since (A)o is the projection of 
A via the equivalence relation with only one equivalence class, 
B,cA o (3z)[z<xr\~B,nA,~=Or\d,+,~(A),]. Cl 
The next lemma is needed for the transfer of the conditions derived in Section 2.2 
to R,,. 
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Lemma 3.6. Let X s o+ be any injinite recursive set and let R be any recursive 
equivalence relation on co+. lf a set A is enumerated via blocks, then 
(A)R .+x121 =tt (A)R O(A)xlzl. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, (A)n @(A)xeI GIt (A)RvX12B. We show how to obtain a tt- 
reduction of (A)R V x~~~ to (A)R @ (A),w. Given input y = d, + i (1 Q i d x), first ask 
whether B, c A. By Lemma 5(ii) and since (A), & (A)R, this question can be 
answered by applying a tt-reduction procedure to (A)R on input y. If the answer is yes, 
give 1 as output. Otherwise, IB,nAl 6 1. Distinguish two cases. 
Case 1: i E X. Then 
Y E(~R~X 12, o y E(A)~w. 
Hence give 1 as output iff y E (A),,*,. 
Case 2: iEX. 
Subcase 2.1: y+(A),. Then a fortiori y#(A),Vx~~I. Hence give 0 as output. 
Subcase 2.2: y E (A)n. Since IB,nAI < 1, there is a uniquejo, 0 <j, < x, such that 
i R j, and d, + j, E A. Clearly, y E (A)n V x III o j, E X. But, since y E (A)n, j, is not in 
X iff 
(Y)[O<j<xAiRjr\jEXAd,+jE(A)XI*I] (3.2) 
(if j E X, then the last conjunct is equivalent to “d, + j E A”). Thus, ask (3.2) by 
applying a tt-reduction procedure to (A) xKII on input x and give 0 as output iff the 
answer is 1. 
This describes a tt-reduction procedure as desired. 0 
Theorem 3.7. Let (R,),,, be a sequence of uniformly recursive equivalence relations such 
that IT, E (R,: n E co}. Then there exists an r.e. set A which is enumerated via blocks 
such that 
0) Wg,,((A)r): R E K&-N d 1s ownward closed in the tt-degrees, and 
(ii) (vn)(vm) CR, $ R, * (A)R, Q tt (AIR,]. 
Proof. See Section 6. 0 
Corollary 3.8. Let (R,),,, be a sequence as above. Obtain the r.e. set A by the preceding 
Theorem, and let a0 = deg,,((A),). Then there exist r.e. tt-degrees b, c such that the map 
Q> de$ned by 
R + de&((A)r) 
is an isomorphism between IT, and (x E Rtt:ao d x < b,c). Moreover, the set 
{x E R,,: a0 d x < b,c}u{O} 
is downward closed in the set of all tt-degrees and has socle ao. 
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Proof. We first show that the set X = range(@)u{O} has socle a,. By Lemma 4 and 
Theorem 3.7(ii), A is not recursive. Hence, by Lemma 5(i), (A), is not recursive either. 
(In fact, we see that X - (0) lies within one single wtt-degree. Compare this to 
Theorem 3.1!). Then, by Theorem 3.7(i) a, is the socle of X. 
Note that, for each P, Q, (A)p @ (A), dtt (A) pVQ. Hence, by Theorem 3.7(i), X is an 
ideal. Then X obviously is a C&ideal. Let b,c be an exact pair for X. Then 
X - (0) = {x E R,,: a0 < x < b,c). 
By Theorem 3.7(ii), the map @ is an order embedding. 0 
Remark. In Section 2.1 it was shown that the set At, is definable in I7,. Then, since 
the range of @ is definable with parameters in R,,, we can define the set @(At,) in R,, by 
a formula qA1,, using the parameters a,, b and c. 
4. The complexity of Th(R,,) 
Recall that, in Lemma 2.4, we obtained recursive equivalence relations C1 , . . . , C6 
which enabled us to define the fixed standard model (U, 0, 0) in the structure 
(nm;o~ G, v~ UT VY({~: p6 Ci})i=l,..,cj). (4-l) 
Also recall that G = o + - F. The recursive equivalence relations S and Id were 
defined in (2.11). Let (R,),,, be a list of uniformly recursive equivalence relations 
such that ZIoa E {R,: n E o}. Moreover, suppose that the list includes Ci, . . . , C6, S, 
Id as well as, for each P E n,, the recursive equivalence relations P v FL’] and 
P v Gc2]. Applying Theorem 3.7 to this list, we obtain an r.e. set A. This set will be 
kept fixed in Lemmas 4.14.3 below. As before, define the map @: l7, -+ R,, 
by Q(P) = deg,,((A),). We use the following notational convention: if X denotes 
a recursive equivalence relation, then x denotes the tt-degree deg,,((A)x). Thus e.g. 
e, = degtt((A)sn) = @(E,). Note that, by this convention, we now have defined all the 
parameters in the special ist (1.10) except for the three exact pairs. This will be done in 
Lemma 4.1. Lemma 4.2 satisfies (a) in Section 1, whereas Lemma 4.3 is concerned with 
(b2). 
Lemma 4.1. There exists r.e. tt-degrees b,c,u,, uIrvO, v1 such that the map @ is an 
isomorphism between (1) and 
(1x1 a0 d x d b,c}; 0, <, v, {p: (P~,~(P)AP d uo,ul}, 
{P: (PAzI(P)~\P G”OY~I)Y ({P: P GCi))i=1,...6). 
(Here p ranges over {x: a, < x < b,c}. The formula (P&, was defined after Corollary 
3.8.) 
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Proof. The ideal generated by Q(U) possesses an exact pair uO, ui. Then, by the 
independence of the sequence (e,), Q(U) = {p: (P*,,(P) A p < uo, u1 }. In a similar way 
we obtain the tt-degrees vo, vl. 0 
We summarize the list of r.e. tt-degrees we are concerned with now: 
a,, b, c, UO, ulr vo, vl, 
ci(i = 1, . . . ,6), 
f, g, s, id. 
(4.2) 
Lemma 4.2. Three are .formulas 
(P”“rnk 8, CP~(X, Y, z; p3 and (P&, Y, z; Cl (4.3) 
in the language of u.s.1. which define a standard model of arithmetic in R,, if the 
parameters (4.2) are substituted for j. 
Proof. Immediate by Lemmas 2.4 and 4.1. Note that 
%um(x) = (PAt,(X)Ax 6 uO> ul. q 
In the following lemma, we give a precise formulation of the conditions (Cl)-(U) 
explained in Section 1. We verify these conditions for the special parameter list (4.2) 
The conditions (C4) and (C5) directly correspond to the Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6. 
We let the variables p, q,, q2 range over {x: a, < x d b, c} and the variables k, 1 
range over numbers in the standard model defined in Lemma 4.2. Moreover, the 
symbols -? and i 1 denote the ordering of this standard model and its successor 
function. 
Lemma 4.3. The conditions (Cl)-(C5) below hold for the special list (4.2). 
(Cl) O<ao<b,cA(Vx)[O<xdb,c * aodx], 
(C2) (Vk) [sk = sup {I: I 2 k} exists A st < b, c], 
(C3) (Vk)(Vl) [l < sk 3 I -? k], 
(C4) (vk)(vp) [p 6 Sk * P d (Sk V f) A P < 81, 
(C5) (W VP) CP G (G i I v f) - (3%)(%)(% d(SkVf) A 41 bs 
Proof. Condition (Cl) is immediate from Corollary 3.8 and the definition of b, c. (C2) 
is trivial since the set {I: 1 i: k} is finite. 
For (C3)-(C5), recall that k, 1 range over the standard model of arithmetic deter- 
mined by the copy (F, < ) of (0, < ) (see Section 2). For the rest of this proof, we let 
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k, I denote the tt-degrees corresponding to k, 1. Since I = @(El) for each 1, by 
Corollary 3.8, 
sk = sup {@(E,): I i k} = @(S/J. 
To show (C3), suppose that I < Sk . Since I = @(El), this implies that El < Sk and hence 
I g k. Conditions (C4) and (C5) follow from the corresponding facts for equivalence 
relations by choice of the sequence (R,) and Lemma 3.6. 0 
Theorem 4.4. True &t-order arithmetic is m-reducible to Th(R,,). 
Proof. Let t&p3 be the conjunction of (formulations in the language of u.s.1.) of the 
following conditions: (CAr) in Section 1, conditions (Cl)-(U) above, and (CSt) in 
Section 1. In (Cl)-(U), the variables k, I now range over M, where M is the model of 
arithmetic defined in (CAr). The symbols < and -$ denote the ordering of M and its 
successor function. As explained in Section 1, we have to show that 
(b.1) for an arbitrary list 
p = ao, b, C, Uo, UI, Vo, VI; (C)i=1 6; f, g, S, id. 
$(p) implies that the formulas (4.3) define a standard model of arithmetic in R,,, 
(b.2) $ is satisfied by the special list of parameters (4.2). 
Proof of (b.1). It is sufficient to verify in detail that the ideas used in Section 1 to 
motivate (C5) and (C4) work out. First suppose that some list p satisfies all the 
conditions except possibly (CSt). Let S be the standard part of M and let I be the ideal 
of R,, generated by S. We show that I satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 and 
hence possesses an exact pair. 
As before, the variable p ranges over {x: a, d x d b, c}. Given k E S, let 
I,‘ = {p: p < sk v f}u{O}. 
Clearly, I, is an ideal. By (C5) and the fact that the set {x: a0 f x 6 b, c} has 
a Xi-representation, the sequence of ideals (Ik)ktS is Ci uniformly in k. Therefore the 
ideal 
Ukdk 
is C:. By (C4), 
I = {I’: (3k E s) [P 4 skl)“{o) = (UkoS1kb-$@ 81. 
Hence I is a X:-ideal as well. Moreover, by (Cl) and (C2), I has socle ao. Thus all the 
hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied. 
Let r, s be an exact pair for I. Then S = [I E M: I < r, s}: if I d r, s, then I < Sk for 
some k E S, whence I E S by (C3). Thus, if we add (CSt), the model M is standard. This 
shows (b. 1). 
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Proof of (b.2). (CAr) and (CSt) are immediate. The other conditions were verified in 
Lemma 3.3. 0 
5. Proof of the Main Lemma 3.3 
Main Lemma. Let (D,),,, be a uniformly r.e. sequence of sets and let 
D = {(x, n): x E DJ}. 
Suppose that,for each e, the set DcGel is T-incomplete. Then there exist r.e. sets B, C such 
that 
(VZ) [Z <,, B, C * (3e) [Z d,, D’““ll. 
We say that B, C form an exact pair for the sequence (Dn). 
(5-l) 
Notation. We define a uniform enumeration ([e]_ of all (possibly partial) tt-reduc- 
tion procedures: if {e> ( x converges, [e](x) denotes the result of this computation ) 
interpreted as a truth table, and 1 [e] (x)1 is 1 + the maximum number occurring in this 
truth table. Moreover. [e]*(x) is the Boolean value obtained from applying [e](x) to 
the oracle Y. The approximation [e&(x) is defined in the obvious way, and, if B is an 
r.e. set, we write [elB(x)[s] for [e]:(x). 
Proof. First recall the standard approach for exact pair constructions. This approach 
was used in exact pair constructions in the context of T-degrees (Spector/Kleene/Post, 
see [ 193) and polynomial T-degrees [11, as well as to construct a particular sequence 
of r.e. tt-degrees with an exact pair [4] and to show that each X:-ideal in the r.e. 
wtt-degrees possesses an exact pair [2]. 
One satisfies the infinitary coding requirements 
P;: D[“] = * _@“I (X = B C) 
and the requirements 
Qe: Z = [e]” = [e]” - Z <ttDr4e1. 
(rewritten appropriately when dealing with a different reducibility). The priority 
ordering of the requirements is Pt > P$ > Q. > fl > fi > Q1 > . . . 
Here, we will give a tree construction of an exact pair B, C for the sequence (Dn). 
This construction uses versions of the requirements above which are equipped with 
a guess at the outcome of the higher priority Q requirements. To understand the 
strategy for the Q requirements, as well as how the T-incompleteness of the sets Drsel 
comes in and how the recovery of Z from D [se] in (5.1) works, it is useful first to ignore 
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the necessity of using a tree. Then we give the full tree construction which is needed to 
resolve the conflicts between a Q requirement and the lower priority requirements. 
In satisfying a requirement Qe, the basic idea (used in [4, 191 is to try to make the 
antecedent [e]” = [elC false. Given a stage number s, 
l(e, s) = max Cx: (vy < x) CCelB(y) = Celc(Y)C~ll). 
If l(e, s) > x and there is some finite set F such that 
[elB”r(x) # [e]“(x) and Fnwt”el = 8, 
let 
(5.2) 
then enumerating F into B creates a disagreement between [elB = [elC and does not 
violate the higher priority coding requirements. If it is possible to restrain B and 
C below the use /[e](x)/ and we eventually enumerate F into B, then we have 
successfully diagonalized. Since we are considering tt-reductions, the existence of a set 
F satisfying (5.2) at a given stage can be effectively determined. 
The strategy for the requirements Pt is standard: if y E D,,, and y is not smaller than 
the restraint imposed by any higher priority Q requirement, then enumerate (y, n) 
into X. Because of the active strategy we pursue for the Q requirements, we can carry 
out the coding into B and into C at the same stage (unlike e.g. in the construction in 
[2]). Thus we rewrite the coding requirements as 
p . Dbl = * @“I = * @I. 
“. 9 
the priority ordering is now P,, > Q,, > PI > . . . 
A Qe requirement may be infinitary because infinitely often a diagonalization 
carried out by Qe can be destroyed by a higher priority coding requirement (in this 
case we will be able to argue that Z &, D IQel). Therefore, to leave enough room for 
the lower priority coding requirements, we must take sure that h,r(e, s) is finite, 
where r(e, s) is the restraint imposed by Qe at the end of stage s. To achieve this, we let 
Qe appoint and cancel followers xi (m B 0). Qe is allowed to diagonalize through 
a follower x; only if the number m has been enumerated into the creative set K. Using 
the T-incompleteness of the set Dtael, it will then be possible to show that 
for some m, the follower xk is undefined at the end of infinitely many stages6 
(5.3) 
Choosing a minimal such number m, we will be able to infer that l&(e, s) is finite. We 
now describe the strategy for Qe in more detail. Formally, we let xY r = 0. With each 
follower x = xk of Qe (m > 0), we associate a restraint 1 [e](x)1 and a finite set Fi with 
the property (5.2). The restraint r(e, s) imposed by Qe at the end of stage s is the 
maximum restraint associated with all these followers. We write xt; [s] _1 if xi is defined 
at the end of stage s and xk[s]t otherwise. At stage s, the requirement Qe can do the 
following two things: 
6 The idea to use T-incompleteness in this way is due to K. Ambos-Spies. 
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(a) either cancel followers or appoint a follower, 
(b) act through a follower xk via enumerating Fi into B. 
Regarding (a). A follower is cancelled if the associated restraint has been violated 
since the stage when it was appointed. 
We appoint x as XL if m is minimal such that xg is undefined, l(e, s) > x, x > xg_ 1, 
and there is a set F = F; satisfying (5.2) as well as min(F) 3 I[e] (xg_ r)l (if m # 0). 
Thus we make sure that an action through xi does not lead to the cancellation of any 
follower x:, n < m. 
Regarding (b). Qe can act through xk only if m E K, and 
Qe has not acted through any value of xc at an earlier stage. (5.4) 
We do not consider such an action as a violation of the restraint put on for the sake of 
xi. The argument for (5.3) is as follows. Assume for a contradiction that, for each m, 
(5.5) 
Then lim,l(e, s) = cc, whence [e]” = [elc. Assuming Dt”] = * Bt”’ =*@I for each 
n < e, we show that K G~D[~~]. Given m, to determine whether m E K, recursively in 
Dt’l compute a stage number t such that x = xf;, [t]_l and the sets Btsel and CtCel have 
settled down on the interval [O,l [e](x)l). Then x: remains uncancelled, and m E K - 
m E K,: if m were enumerated into K after stage t, we would diagonalize successfully, 
contrary to the fact that [e]’ = [elc. 
Let m be the minimal number such that (5.3) holds via m. We call m the outcome of 
requirement Qe. By (5.3), limsr(e, s) = l[e] (xk- i)l. 
We use (5.3) not only to show that limsr(e, s) is finite, but also for the recovery of 
Z from Dtsel in (5.1). Essentially, we show in Lemma 2 that 
(Vx > xz - 1 1 C-W) = Cel%H, 
where fl= Buo[>~] and x$-r = lim, xk_ i[s]: if x > xk-r and [e]‘(x) # [e]” 
(= Z(x)), then at a stage when B, C have settled down on [0, I[e](x)I) and x$ is 
undefined, the set F = [O,l [e](x)l)t”l appears as a suitable choice for a set Fk asso- 
ciated with follower xi = x. There is no reason to cancel xh at any later stage, 
contrary to the definition of m. 
We now consider the effect of a requirement Qe on lower priority requirements. 
Since Qe can act infinitely often, Qe may violate a coding requirement Pi, i > e, 
infinitely often by enumerating elements into the set J?t’l. Also the argument o refute 
(5.5) ignores the influence of the higher priority Q requirements, which may prevent 
successful diagonalization by Qe. To resolve these conflicts, we introduce versions PY, 
Q, of the requirements Pi, Qi, where y is on the tree T = CO[<~~ and i = IyI. (We use 
standard notation for trees as in [ 19, p. 3011; variables c(, /I, y range over strings in T.) 
If e < i and /3 = yle, then the requirements P,, Q, guess that the outcome of the 
requirement Qp is y(e). If Qp wants to appoint a follower xfl, then the associated set 
F,f must not interfere with those requirements P,, Qy, /I c y, which assume that the 
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outcome of Qs is < n. By (5.4), after some stage, Qs ceases to act through any follower 
x&, k < n. Thus the requirements P,, Q, cannot be violated infinitely often by Qs. 
We fix some numbering y + n(y) of strings and write Xtyl instead of Xtnol. We also 
use the notation Xtcyl, etc. in the obvious sense. The requirements P, now codes the 
set D. i = 1 y 1 into BtY1 and CtY1. 
Stage s of the construction consists of substages [s, i], 0 < i d s. We write 
[s, i] < [s’, i’] if the first substage is carried out before the second one. 
We adapt the notation and terminology used above for the tree construction. Thus, 
for p E T, requirement Qs uses followers x,. /J The value of xfl after substage [s, i] is 
denoted xi[s, i]. The restraint r(/l,[s, i]) imposed by Qa at the end ofsubstage [s, i] is 
max {I[el(x!f[s, iIN: x!Cs, ill}. 
For each y, we define 
R(y,Cs, il) = max {r(ACs, il): B < y}. 
We now give a rough description of stage s of the construction. In substage [s, 01, we 
define 6t,,01 = 1. Now suppose that substage [se] has been carried out and /I:= 6,,,,, 
has been defined. Stage s is called a p-stage. 
In step 1 of stage [s,e + 11, we let Ps do its coding. If we have been to the left of 
/3 since the last /?-stage, in step 2 QP cancels all its followers. Otherwise, Qs carries out 
(a) and (b) above in steps 2 and 3. The idea sketched above to avoid infinite injury of 
a requirement hrough Qs is spelled out in this form: if QP appoints a follower x = xfl 
and an associated set F, then it must be the case that 
FnotY1 = 8 for each y < /l*n, 
min(F) > R( @+a). 
We then let &e+l = 6,,, *k, where k is maximal such that xp_ 1 is now defined. If 
e + 1 < s, we go to the next substage. Otherwise we let 6, = 6,,,+ 1 and go to the next 
stage. 
The verification proceeds in this way: in (i) and (ii) of Lemma 1, it is proved that, for 
each e, there exists a string ~1, 1~1 = e which is the <r-least such that there are 
infinitely many a-stages. Thus there is a leftmost pathfvisited infinitely often. The 
string CI is determined by the property that, for each y c CI, Iyl = i, a(i) is the outcome 
of requirement Q,. The proof that a string with the latter property exists uses the 
argument for (5.3). As usual in the verification of tree constructions, after this it is 
shown that the requirements P, and Qd, where TV is as in (i), are satisfied. This is carried 
out in (iv) of Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.2. 
Construction 
For each y E T, define x’_ I = 0. 
Stage 0: Define B0 = Co = 8 and &, = 1 (the empty string). 
Substage [0, 01. For each y E T, define XY 1 [0, 0] = 0. (These ‘followers” are never 
cancelled.) 
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Stage s (s > 0): Go through the substages [s, i], 0 < i d s. 
Substage [s, 01: Define B,,, 01 = B, _ i , C,,, 01 = C, _ i and a,,, ,I = 2. 
Substage [s, e + 11: Let b = 6,,,. Carry out the following four steps. 
Step 1: (Ps codes the set D, into B and C). For each x < s, if x Z R(fl, [s, e]) and 
x = (z, n(B)> for z E D,,,, then enumerate x into B and into C (n(/3) is the code number 
for string 8). 
Step 2 (Qs cancelsfollowers). Let s’ be the greatest p-stage < s. If there is a stage t, 
s’ < t < s such that 6, cL /$ then cancel all followers of Qs. Otherwise, if there is an 
m such that xi[s’, e + l] is defined and, at some substage [t, i + l] such that 
[s’, e + 1) Q [t, i + l] < [s, e], the restraint r = I[e](xk[s’, e + 1])1 associated with 
xfl, has been violated (i.e. numbers <r have been enumerated into B or C as a result of 
an action which was not “Qs acts through xr’), then choose the minimal such m and 
cancel all followers xfl, n b m. 
Step 3 (Qs appoints a newfollower). If some follower of Qp has been cancelled uring 
Step 2, do nothing. Otherwise let m be maximal such that xk_ i [s, e]l. If there exists 
an x > xi_ 1 such that, for some set F G [0, 1 [e](x)I), 
I(e, s) > x, 
CelBuF(x)Cs, el Z Celc(4Cs, el, 
min(F) 2 R(j.l*m), 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
FAO[~] = 0 for each y < B * m 2 (5.9) 
then choose a minimal such x. (Actually, it suffices to consider the set 
F = [R(@m), ~)no[‘~‘;“‘~, see Lemma 5.2). Appoint xi[s, e + 11: = x as a new fol- 
lower of Qs and appoint a set F as above as Ffl,[s, e + 11. 
Step 4 (Qs acts through afollower). If there exists an n > 0 such that xg is still defined, 
n E K,, and there was no action of Qp through (any value of) xfl at any stage before, 
then choose a minimal such number n and let Qp act through xt by defining 
BI,,,+ II = L+JF~~C~~ el. 
Let m be maximal such that xfi, _ I is now defined, and let S,,, + 1 = 6,, e * m. If e + 1 < s, 
go to the next substage. Otherwise define 6, = 6,,,+ i, B, = B,,.. 1, C, = C,,,+ i and go 
tostages+ 1. 
Verification 
Lemma 5.1. Let e > 0. 
(i) There exists c( E T, ILI( = e, such that 
(Vi < e) [a(i) = max (m: (3s)(M 2 s)[x!! I [t, i + 1111)l. 
Let ct be as in (i). 
(ii) GL = l&b,le in the sense that 
(a.e. s) [ix < S,] A (3”s) [cc E S,]. 
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In particular, cI is unique. 
Let s, be the$rst a-stage with the property that 
(~sSss,) [cc<&A (5.10) 
(&9(Vk)Cy*k E x * xky-1Cs,lyl + 111 A (5.11) 
Q, does not act at stage s through anj follower xi, n Q k]]. (5.12) 
Recall that r(P, [s, i]) = max( ([e] (xt [s, i])l: xt [s, i]J} and R(y, [s, i])= 
max {r(b, [s, i]): fi < y>. In thefollowing let 
R(Y) = limI,il R(Y, Cs, iI). 
(iii) Let s be any a-stage b s,. Then 
R(a) = R(a, [s, e + 11). 
Moreover, if e > 0 and s’ is the first ctl(e - l)-stage > s, then 
(5.13) 
R(a) = R(a, [s’, e]). 
(iv) Zfv E a and i = 1~1, then fir X = B, C, 
(5.14) 
Xryl = X:‘U{(Z, n(y)): z E Di A (z, n(y)) 3 R(y)}.. (5.15) 
Remarks. 1. The stage s, defined in (5.10) exists by (i), (ii) and the fact that a require- 
ment Q, acts at most once through a follower xi (no matter what its value is). 
2. Since we do not cancel and redefine a follower at the same stage, for each string 
y* k in (5.10), x$_~ [sar ly/ + l] is the final value of this follower. We denote this final 
value by xl_ 1. 
3. We need (5.13) for the proof of (iv), namely to show that the coding of D,, 1 into 
B’“’ and Ct”l (carried out at substage [s, e + l] of a-stages ) works. (5.14) is needed to 
give requirement Qale_ 1 sufficiently many chances to appoint follower x$- ‘. 
Proof of Lemma 5.1. The proof is by induction on e. If e = 0, we let a be the empty 
string. Then (i) and (ii) hold vacuously. Moreover, for each substage [s, i], by definition 
R(a, [s, i]) = 0. This implies (iii) and (iv). 
Now suppose the lemma is true for e via the (uniquely determined) string /I. Let sg be 
the /?-stage defined as in (5.10). We show the Lemma for e + 1. 
Proof of(i). By the inductive hypothesis for (i) and uniqueness of fi, the desired string 
a satisfying (i) must have the form B*m for some m. Thus, assume for a contradiction 
that for each m 2 0, b*rn fails to meet (i). Then, for each m, there is a stage s such that 
(Vt’ts)[x!P1[t,e+ l]J=xi-r[s,e+l]]. 
Hence, by (5.6), lim,l(e, s) = cc and therefore 
[e]” = [e]“. (5.16) 
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Recursively in DcQel, we will compute /?-stages 
sg=to<t1 < . . . 
with the property that 
rnrzK o rnEKtm_,. (5.17) 
This immediately implies that K is T-reducible to DLcel, contrary to our assumption on 
the sequence (Di)i,,. 
Technically, we define the sequence (t,),,, in such a way that, for each m, 
for every t > t,, xk[t, e + 111 = x!f,[t,, e + l] (in particular, the restraint 
r = [[e] (xt)[tm, e + l] 1 imposed for the sake of xf8 is not violated at any stage 
t 3 t,), and (5.18) 
the requirement Qp does not act through xfl, at any stage t 3 t,. (5.19) 
Clearly, (5.18) and (5.19) imply (5.17): if t z t, and m E K, - K,- 1, then, by (5.18) and 
definition of sg, xk[t,, e + l] = xfl,[t’, e], where t’ is the first P-stage 3 t. Hence Qp acts 
at stage t’ through some follower xt, n < m, contrary to (5.19) for n. 
Let t,, = sg, and, for m > 0 let t, be the first b-stage t > t, _ 1 such that 
x := xi[t, e + l] is defined and, where r = I[e](x)I, for X = B, C 
(VY C B)(Vy < r) b E dyl * CYEX * YEXs,V(Y~W 
A Y E {<z, n(y)>: z E ~lrl.tHll. (5.20) 
Such a stage t exists by the inductive hypothesis for (iv) the definition of s, and the fact 
that xf8 reaches afinal value. Clearly, the sequence (t,,,) defined in that way is recursive in 
D[+l 
By induction on m, we now prove (5.18) and (5.19). Suppose these two conditions hold 
for all n < m. First, assume for a contradiction that (5.18) fails. Then there is a substage 
[t, i + l] 3 [tm, e + l] such that 
x = xk(t, i]J = xi[t,,,, e + l] and at [t, i + l] for the first time a requirement P, or 
Q, acts and causes a change of B or C below I = I [e] (x)1, where this action is not an 
action of Qs through xi. 
Since b < 6, and 6, is a y-stage, it is not the case that y cL b. Thus 
YCP” Y’P ” B<Y. (5.21) 
First we show that the restraint r cannot be violated by an action of Py after substage 
[t,,,, e + 11. If Y E b, then this is implied by (5.20); if /? < y, then an action of Py does not 
violate the restraint by construction (see Step 1). 
Thus Q, acts at [t, i + l] through some follower xi, thereby violating the restraint r. 
By the definition of sg, 
yc/? * k>/?(i) (wherei=Iyl). (5.22) 
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Together with (5.21), this implies that j? < y*k. Thus, by (5.8), when x:(t, i + l] was 
appointed at a substage [ty, i + 11, the restraint imposed by p at that substage was 
respected (i.e. min(Fl [ty, i + 11) B r(fl, [t,, i + 11)). It now suffices to show that the 
current value of xi already existed at [t,, i + 11, namely that 
xS,[ty, i + 111 = x; (5.23) 
then min(F,Y[t,, i + 11) 2 I and the action of Q, does not violate the restraint r, 
contradiction. 
Assume that (5.23) fails. Then xi is undefined at the end of some substage [ts, e + 11, 
where [t,, i] d [la, e + l] < [tm, e + 11. Thus tS is a j&n-stage for some n d m. We 
show that 
$’ [tp, i + l] is undefined, (5.24) 
contrary to the choice of t,. We distinguish four cases. 
Case 1: y c /I. Then (5.24) follows from (5.22). 
Case 2: y = j?. Since t, > t,_ I, by the inductive hypothesis for (5.19), k 2 m. More- 
B over, k # m since Q, does not act through x,. Now (5.24) follows from the fact that tS is 
a /&n-stage for some n d m. 
Case 3: /l cL y. Then (5.24) is immediate, since in Step 2 of substage [ts, i + 11, all the 
followers of Q, are cancelled. 
Case 4: /I c y. Since x{[t, i] is defined (by minimality of [t, i]), fi*n G y for some 
n 2 m. Therefore, at stage tp we are to the left of y and, again, all the followers of Q, are 
cancelled. 
This proves (5.24), (5.23) and hence (5.18) for m. 
Now assume that (5.19) fails form. Then Qs acts through xfi, at some P-stage >t,. By 
(5.18), we diagonalize successfully, whence [e]” # [elc. This contradicts (5.16). 
For the remainder of the proof of Lemma 1, let m be the minimal number such that 
(3”s) [xi[s, e + l]t), and let c( = fi*m. It is now immediate that (i) holds via CC. 
Proof of (ii). By definition of m, we can choose s0 2 sP such that 
(Vs 2 so) [XC- 1 lCs, e + 111. 
Then (VS 2 so) [cr G S,]. Moreover, at each /?-stage s 2 so where x!!,[s, e + 11 is unde- 
fined, we have CI c 6,. This proves (ii). 
The stage s, is defined in (5.10). 
Proof of (iii). Let M be the maximum restraint imposed by any requirement Qr, y cL a, 
and let R be the maximum of M and all the restraints r(y, [sb, e + l]), where y c a. By 
definition of s,, all the followers of any requirement QY, y cL a or y c CI present at 
[s,, e + l] remain uncancelled. Hence R(GL,[s, i + 11) B R for each substage 
[s, i + l] > [s,, e + 11. Moreover, if s is an a-stage, then at the end of substage 
[s, e + l] there are no followers of such a requirement Q, besides the followers present 
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at [s,, e + 11, Therefore R(cr, [s, e + 11) = R. Since there are infinitely many a-stages, 
this shows that R(a) = R, whence (5.13). 
If e > 0 and s’ is the first al(e - 1) stage following an a-stage s z s,, then the 
requirement Qa possesses the same followers at the end of substages [s’, e] and 
[s, e + 11, since the first opportunity for this requirement to cancel or appoint followers 
is at substage [s’, e + 11. Hence 
R(cr,[s’, e]) = R(a, [s, e + 11) = R. 
This proves (5.14). 
Proof of (iv). By inductive hypothesis, we only have to prove (5.15) for M. To do so, it 
suffices to show that for each a-stage s > s, and for X = B, C 
Xc=] = X%{ (z, n(a)): z E D,, l,s A (z, n(a)) > R(a)). s s. (5.25) 
Clearly, (5.25) holds for s = s,. Now, by (5.12) in the definition of s,, if a requirement Q, 
acts through xi at any substage [t, i + I] > [sb, e + 11, then CI < y*k. Hence, by (5.9), 
the action of Q, does not result in an enumeration of numbers into the set XL’]. 
Therefore, only the coding of requirement P, can cause numbers to be enumerated into 
X’Oll. If
x = (z, 44) < R(4, 
then x will not be enumerated into I3 or C via coding of D,+ 1 after stage s,. Thus, (5.25) 
for s = s, implies (5.25) for each cc-stage s > s,. 0 
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that 2 = [e]” = [e]“. Then Z is tt-reducible to DCGel. 
Proof. Let c( = /? * m be the unique string of length e + 1 satisfying (i) of Lemma 5.1, and 
define s, as in (5.10). By Lemma 5.1 (i), whenever afollower xfi, of Qa is appointed at some 
P-stage 2 s,, then it must be cancelled at some later stage. We use this fact to show that 
(Vx > xP,- 1 ) C-W) = Cel%)l, (5.26) 
where the set B is defined by 
B = (~[<~~nB)u(w[~“]n(B,u [R(a), co ))), 
and s0 2 s, is a stage s such that B has settled down on [0, R(a)) at the end of stage s. 
Note that fi 6, DLael, since B[‘“l . IS recursive, @‘I is finite for each y cL ~1, and {z: 
(z, r) &‘} =* D,,, f or each y c ol. Therefore (26) implies that Z is tt-reducible 
to DcQel. 
To show (5.26), let x > x!_~ be arbitrary and choose s1 2 s0 such that 
(Vs > sl) Me, s) > xl 
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and, for X = B, C 
~s,~CO~ICel(41) = ~~CO~ICel(~)IU 
Then X has settled down on each interval [0, 1 [e] (z)I), z < x. After stage s1 we never 
appoint any z, $, _ 1 -c z < x as a follower xfl, of Qs: otherwise there would be no reason 
to cancel xS, at any later stage, contrary to (i) of Lemma 5.1. 
Let F = [0, I[e](y)ln{z EW[“]: z 2 R(a)}. By choice of sO, 
(BuF)nCO,IEel(z)l) = ~nCWCel(z)I). 
Thus, for (5.26) it suffices to show that 
Z(x) = [elBuF(x). (5.27) 
Let s be any a-stage >sl and let s’ be the least /?-stage > s. We demonstrate that, unless 
(5.27) holds, at stage s’, x and F would be a suitable choice as a follower xfl, of Qfl, of Qs 
and an associated set Ft. First (5.6) and (5.9) are satisfied by choice of s1 and F. Second 
(5.8) holds since by (5.14) in (iii) of Lemma 5.1, R(a, [s’, e]) = R(cc). Finally, if (5.27) fails, 
then, since I(e, s) > x. 
[eY(x) [s’, el # [elc(x) [s’, el. 
Hence (5.7) is also satisfied and we appoint some z, xk_ 1 < z d x as new follower xi of 
Qp. As mentioned above, this is impossible. Hence (5.27) holds, which shows (5.26). This 
concludes the proof of Lemma 5.2 and of the Main Lemma 3.3. 0 
6. Proof of Theorem 3.7 
Notation and Definitions. Strings (J, t E 2’” are compatible if e E r of r c IJ. For X 5 w, 
we say that X extends c, written cr G X, if c = Xln, where n = 101. If R is a recursive 
equivalence relation R on w+ and 1~1 = d, + 1 for some z, define a string (~7)~ of the 
same length (the projection of 0 via R) in a way corresponding to the definition of (A)a in 
Section 1. 
Let e > 0. As in [lo] we define a string [e]” of length d lcrl as follows: [e]“(x) is 
defined if and only if 
x < lfrl A {e},,,(x) converges A (Vx’ < x)l[el(x’)l < loll. 
In this case, we let [e]“(x)[e]‘“‘“‘““” (x). By this definition, 
IcT~= 10’1 * I[e]“l= I[e]“‘l. 
Moreover, 
0 G r * [e]” G [e]’ and (r E X * [e]” G [e]“. 
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Let [e] be any tt-reduction. We say that strings rr, T [e]-split if [e]O and [e]’ are not 
compatible. 
A tree is a total function 
T: {Om: m > O}u{O”*j: 1 Q j 6 m + n(T)} -+ 2’” 
(where n(T) is a fixed positive integer) such that, for cr, cr’ E dom (T), 
fJ c 0’ 0 T(a) c T(a). 
We call the strings T(Om*j), 0 < j < m + n(T) the branches on level m of T. 
Let T1, T2 be trees. T2 is a subtree of T1 if 
T,(O) E TX(A) (where ;1 is the empty string) and 
(V/#3k’)[T,(Ok) = T1(Ok’)~\ + n(Tz) d k’ + no 
(WC1 < j<k+n(T,) -+ T,(Ok*j) = Ti(ok’*j)]]. (6.1) 
A subtree T2 of T1 is obviously determined by n(Tz) and the values of Tz on the set (0”‘: 
m > O}. 
We restate Theorem 3.7. 
Theorem. Let (R,),,, be a sequence of uniformly recursive quivalence r lations on co+ 
such that ZZ, G {R,:n E o}. Then there exists an r.e. set A which is enumerated via blocks 
such that 
(9 &&(A),): P E fl,)u(O> d 1s ownward closed in the tt-degrees, and 
(ii) (vn)(b) CR, Q R, * (4~. Q tt V)R,J 
Proof. The set A is constructed in stages. As in [lo], at Stage s > 0 of the construction, 
we define A, and a sequence of trees T,,,, e = 0, . . . , s. 
Stage s consists of three phases. In Phase 1, we define the initial tree at stage s, To,s. 
This tree is defined in such a way that, for each k, A,_ 1 extends To,S(ok*O). The other 
branches on level k represent alternative versions of A. These alternative versions will 
enable us to satisfy (ii). 
In phase 2 we work for(i). We define the trees T,,,, e = 1, . . . s, where T,,, is a subtree 
of T,-1,s and n(T,,,) = e. Note that A,_ 1 lies on the leftmost path of each tree T,,. In 
Phase 3 we work for (ii). Carrying out a diagonalization in order to satisfy (ii) for a pair 
R,, R, causes A, to extend a branch T,,,(j) for some e, j > 0. 
We now discuss the strategies for (i) and (ii), introduce some more notation and 
describe the different phases of a stage in more detail. 
6. I. The dejnition of the initial tree in Phase I 
Fors>O,letx(O,s)<x(l,s)< . . . be the enumeration in order of magnitude of the 
set {x: B,nA,_I = S}. Thus the mth block which is disjoint from A,_I is (d,(,,,,,), 
d x(m,s)+ 11. 7-0,s is defined in such a way that, for arbitrary j, 1 6 j < k, enumerating the 
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Fig. 2. The initial tree at stage s. 
Bx(ms) BY s 
_-_I_----_--- (_______-__ ] ____ --_-- (______I_____]___ 
‘Q&W 0...010...0 ill... loo... 
Fig. 3. The format of a string T&Y” *j) of length < s. 
number d,(,,,) + j and all the blocks BY such that x(m, s) < y and B, c [0, s) into A, 
causes A, to extend T,,,(O” *j). This will be the only way to enumerate lements into A; 
in particular, A is enumerated via blocks. 
Let n(T,,,) = 0, and let B,, be the block containing s. Define, for each m b 0, 
TO,,(Orn) = A,- 1 I~xcm*,, + 1. 
For each j, 1 < j < m, let 
To,,(Om*j) = TCl,s(O")*Vj* I", (6.2) 
where qj is the string q of length IBXc,,,,I such that q(j - 1) = 1 and qcj’ - 1) = 0 for 
j’ # ,j , and u > 0 is chosen minimal such that (6.2) gives a string of length b d, + 1 (see 
Figs. 1 and 2). Note that 1 Ta,,(O”Qj)I = d, + 1 for some z. 
The only branches which will matter in the construction are the ones of length 6 s 
(Fig. 3). The other branches come in only to avoid the use of partial trees. 
6.2. Phase 2 and the strategy for (i) 
The condition (i) can be reformulated as follows: for each P E IZm and each i > 0, 
[i] total * [ilCA’p recursive v (3Q E IZ,) [[ilCA’p q, (I&]. (6.3) 
However, for technical reasons, we satisfy a modified version of (6.3). First some 
notation. For i > 0, let (i) be a tt-reduction such that,. for every oracle Z, if [i] is total, 
then 
(i)” = [i](“)s, where S = El v . . . vEi_l (6.4) 
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(recall that Ei is the element of II, with two equivalence classes, one of them being {i}) 
The tt-reduction (i) can be obtained from [i] in a uniform way as follows: if the truth 
table {i}(x) is defined, replace queries of the form d, + k, where i < k < z, by the 
disjunction 
d, + iv . . . vd,+l - 1. 
This gives the truth table for (i)(x). Note that, if [i] is total, then so is (i). Instead of 
(6.3), we satisfy the following condition: for each e > 0, 
(e) total =S (e)” recursivev(3Q E Il,)[(e)” -,,(A)&J. (6.5) 
To show that (6.5) implies (6.3), suppose that [i] is total and let Y = [ilCA”. Choose 
ksuch that PGElv . . . vEkml. By Lemma 3.4, obtain a tt-reduction [J] such that 
(A)p = [j]‘A)U for each recursive quivalence relation U > P. Let [e] be the composition 
of the two tt-reductions [i], [j], i.e., for each oracle 2, 
Then Y = [e] ~4)~ for each recursive U such that P d U. 
W.1.o.g. suppose that e > k. Then P d S:= El v . . . v E,- 1 and hence, by (6.4), 
Y = [e]‘“)” = (e)A. 
In this way, from (6.5) we can infer (6.3). 
We now describe how to take subtrees in Phase 2 in order to obtain (6.5). Consider 
a tree T,,, e > 0. As in [lo], to measure the distribution of (i)-splittings (1 < i < e) 
among the branches on a level m of this tree, we assign an e-state to T,,,(Om). In taking 
subtrees, we maximize this e-state. Consider a single i, 1 < i < e. The ordering of e-states 
will be defined in such a way that the following happens: first we try to get an 
(i)-splitting between T,,(Om *O) and each branch T,,,(Om *j), 1 <j < i. If we have 
succeeded, we try to get many (i)-splits among the branches T,,(O”*j), 1 <j < i (see 
Fig. 4). To formalize this, define a relation P on o+ by 
u P v SZ- T,.,(Om*min(u, m+ e)), T,,,(O”‘*min(u, m + e)) do not (i)-split. (6.6) 
Fig. 4. The (e)-splittings (indicated by arcs) on level m, if Case 2 holds, where e = 3 and P = ([l, 21). 
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By the definition of the strings [e]‘, P is an equivalence relation. Then, by the definition 
of (i), P E IZi. Fix a map codei: IZi+ [i + 1, i + IIZiI] such that 
QI 6 Qz * codei < codei( 
To get many (i)-splits, we want P to contain few pairs, or, in other words, we maximize 
codei( 
Formally, an e-state is a string (nr , . . . , n,), where 1 < ni < i + lIZi (1 < i < e). TO 
assign an e-state to T,,,(O”‘), for each such i we distinguish two cases. 
Case 1: There exists, j, 1 <j < i, such that T,,,(O”%O) does not (i)-split with 
T,JOm*j). Then let ni be the minimal such j. 
Case 2: Otherwise. Define an equivalence relation P E ni by (6.6) and let ni = 
codei( 
As usual, e-states are ordered by lexicographical order. Keep in mind that more 
splittings always means a higher e-state. We write e-state (T,,,(O”)) for the e-state of 
T,, #“‘). 
Suppose that T,_ I,S has been defined. To determine the subtree T,,, of T,_ l,S, for 
each m 2 0 we have to make a choice 
Te,s(O”‘) = Te- LA@), 
which yields the maximal accessible -state. Since the e-state of T&O”) depends on 
T,,,(Om+ ‘), together with defining T,,(O”) we also temporarily define T,,,(O”+ ‘); this 
temporary value is denoted by T,,_ l,z(Om+ ‘). We then require that T,,,(Om+l) extends 
T,,,_ 1,2(Om+ ‘); any such extension is as good for T,,,(Om) in terms of splittings as the 
temporary value. 
6.3. The strategy for (ii) and Phase 3 
For (ii), it is sufficient o satisfy the diagonalization requirements 
(6.7) 
We make an effective list (PJ of these requirements. This is possible since the equiva- 
lence relations R, are recursive uniformly in n. We also require that, if Pk is one of the 
requirements (6.7), then already for some pair j, j’ such that 1 d j, j’ < k, 
TjR,j’r\jR,j’. 
Let d, + 1 = 1 Tk,#)I. Then x 2 k by (6.1). Let j, j’ be as above, and let u = d, + j. We 
have the opportunity to let A, extend T,,,(j) or T&j’). The two possible choices for A, 
result in the same value for [e](Aa)R-(u), but in a different value for (A)&(U). Thus, for 
some i E {j, j’}, if in Phase 3 we cause A, to extend the branch Tk,Ji), then we have 
diagonalized for Pk. This leads to the following definition of requiring attention: let 
1 < i < k. At stage s, Pk requires attention via i if I Tk,s(i)l < s, 
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(A,- ~)R,(Y) = [e]‘A3~“R- (u)[s] for each y < I Tk,$)I such that {e}s(y)J, and there is 
y < s such that (Tk,s(i))R,(y) # [e]‘r”~“‘““-(y)_ 
6.4. The main ideas in the verijcation 
The verification will proceed as follows. First we show that, for each e and each m, 
lim, T,,,(Om) exists, using the facts that the requirements Pk are hnitary and that (for 
e > 0) there are only finitely many e-states. We next verify that there exists an e-state 
CJ and a number m such that 
(Vn > m)(a.e. s) [e-state(T,,,(O”)) = 01. 
We then prove (6.5). Suppose that (e) is total. First, if o(e) < e, then (e)” is recursive. 
The argument is as follows: let j = o(e), and s1 be a stage number such that TJO”+ ‘) 
has reached its limit, and from s1 on, T&O”‘) permanently has e-state 0. To recursively 
compute (e)*(y), let s 2 s1 be a stage number such that (among others) I(e)](y) < s, 
and let 
Then (e)“(y) = (e)“(y), otherwise at some t >, s we could introduce an (e)-splitting 
between T,Jom*O) and T,,(O”*j), which contradicts j = o(e) and the choice of sl. 
Now suppose that o(e) = code,(P). We show that, for arbitrary given M > 0, it is 
possible to compute a finite set G of strings which have length 2 M such that A extends 
exactly one of them and, for vi, q2 E G, 
y~i, q2 do not (e)-split o the strings (qlIP, (Q)~ are compatible. (6.8) 
This makes it possible to give tt-reductions of(e)” to (& [(,4)P to (e)“]. On input y, 
determine M such that (e)“l”(y) = (e)A(y)[A(M)p(y) = (A),(y)], and compute a set 
G as above. Using (& [(e)“] as an oracle, it is possible to approximate the unknown 
string q’ E G such that VI’ z A by a string q E G. By (6.8), this approximation will suffice 
to correctly compute the value (e)“‘(y) [@~‘)~(y)]. 
6.5. The construction 
Stage 0: Let A0 = 8. 
Stage s, s > 0. 
Phase 1: Define To,s as in Section 6.1. 
Phase 2: Inductively, for 1 < e < s define T,,, as a subtree of T,_ l,s. Let n(T,,) = e. 
It suffices to define T,,,(Om) for each m > 0. Let T,,,_,,z(l) = T,_,,,(O). Now 
suppose that y:= T,,,_l,z(Om) has been defined, and let k be the number such that 
y=T e-LAO?. 
Case 1: 1 T,_,,,(Ok+l)l > s. Define 
TJOm) = y and T,,,_ ij2(Om*O) = T,_ I,s(Ok+ ‘). 
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Case 2: Otherwise. Consider all the possible choices for the values T,,,(O”) and 
T,.,- l/2(Om*O) 
T,,,(O”) = T,- 4“‘)> 
(6.9) 
T,,,m i,z(Om*O) = T,- i,,(Ok”), 
where k” > k’, k’ > k (because T&O”‘) has to extend y) and 1 T,_ I,S(ok”)l 6 s. Since 
1 T,_ I,,(ok’l)l 6 s, there is such a choice, namely the one given by k’ = k, k” = k + 1. 
Each choice determines an e-state of T,,,(Om); let 0 be the maximal among these e-states. 
There may be several choices which yield e-state CJ. We try to conserve the situation at 
stage s - 1 (this will be necessary for the verification of (6.5)): if there is a such a choice 
where T&O”) and T,,_ l,z(Om*O) retain the values they had at stage s - 1, we take it. 
Otherwise, choose k’ > k minimal and k” > k’ minimal for k’ such that the e-state we 
obtain is (r, and define T,,,(O”) and T,,,_ l,z(O”‘*O) accordingly. 
Phase 3: Choose k minimal such that requirement Pk requires attention via some i. 
J-et 
A, = L&~LJ{Z < S: Tk,s(i)(Z) = I}. 
In this case, we say that Pk acts. If k fails to exist, let A, = A,_ 1. 
Remarks. 1. Let n, n’ > 0. Then 
n < n’ A I T,,,(O”‘)I d s + e-state(T,,(O”)) 2 e-state(T,,,(O”‘)). 
Otherwise e-state(T,,(V)) would not be optimal. 
2. Suppose that 1 < i < e, T,,,(W) = Ti,s(O’) and I T,,,(O”)I < s. Then 
i-state(Ti,,(O’)) = e-state(T,,,(O”))li. 
This is obvious since T,,,_ l,,(On*O) is a possible choice for Ti,s_ 1,2(01*O), 
(6.10) 
6.6 i%e verification 
Lemma 6.1. Each requirement Pk, k 3 0, requires attention only finitely often. 
Proof. As in [lo, Proof of Lemma 1). 0 
Lemma 6.2. For each m 2 0, T,JO”‘) = lim, To,,(Om) exists. 
Proof. It suffices to show that lim, x(m, s) exists. This is done as in [lo, Proof of Lemma 
23. 0 
Lemma 6.3. Let e > 0. Then,for each m 2 0, (ia), (ib) and (ii) below hold. 
(ia) Zfe # 0, then lim, T,,,_ 1,2(0”‘) exists. 
(ib) T,(Om) = lim, T,,,(Om) exists. 
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(ii) If e # 0, then there exists an e-state o,,, such that 
(a.e. s) [e-state(T,,(O”)) = a,]. 
Notation. We write T,,,(O”‘)J if 1 T,,(O”)j < t and 
(Vs 2 t) [Te,JOm) = T,(O”) A e-state(T,,,(O”)) = a,]. 
Remark. Let d, = 1 T,(O’“)l + 1. It is immediate by (ib) and the definition of TO,JOm*j) in 
Phase 1 that, for all j, 1 < j < e + m, lim,( T,,,(O”‘*j))ld,+ 1 + 1 exists. 
Proof (By induction ouer e and over m). The case e = 0 is handled in Lemma 2. Suppose 
that e > 0 and the Lemma holds for e - 1. We now use induction on m; thus suppose 
that (ia), (ib) and (ii) hold for e and all m’ < m. Let s0 be a stage number such that no 
requirement Pk, k < e + m, requires attention at any stage s > so and (if m # 0) 
T,,,,(O”-‘)i. If m = 0, then (ia) is immediate, since we define T,,_ 1,2(A) = T,_ l,s(0). 
Now suppose that m > 0. By the remark above and by the inductive hypothesis on 
e - 1, all the necessary splittings on level m - 1 of the tree T,, are given by an initial 
segment of the leftmost branch of T, _ 1. To be precise, there exists a number of E such 
that, for some stage number s1 >, so, T,_ 1 ,,,(d)J and, if we define, 
T,,- i,z(O? = T,- JO’;), 
then T&O”-I) has e-state CJ,,_ 1. Let &be minimal such. If we have to change the value 
T,,(,,_ &Om) at a stage s > sl, then, since k” in (6.9) is minimal, from stage s on, we 
actually make this choice, hence lim, T,,_ &“‘) exists. 
For (ib), we show that for some stage s2 > si (to be defined later), if t > s2 and 
11) T,,40m) f T,,t-i(O”‘), (6. 
then 
e-state( T,Jl”‘)) > e-state( T,,- i (Om)). 
Since there are only finitely many e-states, this will establish (ib). 
12) (6. 
By choice of sO, (6.11) cannot be caused by a diagonalization in Phase 3. Thus, 
a branch Ti,t _ i (Or), 1 < i < e, increased its i-state at stage t, here r is small enough so 
that this change effects T,,_ 1 (0”). We will choose s2 large enough so that, for t 2 s2, it 
is possible to hand down this increased i-state to T,,,. This will establish (6.12). 
We define a sequence of numbers kj, for j, 0 d j d e in decreasing order, and let 
Yj = lim, Tj_- l,z(@j). 
Let k,=m.IfO<j<eandkj+i is defined, let kj be the minimal k such that 
ITj(Wl 2 lYj+ll. 
Now let s2 > si be a stage number such that, for each j < e, Tj,,_ 1,2(O“9 has reached its 
limit at s2 and (Vk < kj)[Tj,s,(ok)l]. Suppose that t > s2 is a stage number such 
that T,,JY”) # T,,l_l(O”‘). There exist i < e, r, r’ such that r d r’, 
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T,,_,(O”) = Ti,,- i(Or’) and 
V := i-State(Ti,,(O’)) > i-State(Ti,,_ 1 (ol)). 
Note that, by (6.10) 
i-State(T,,_ i(Op) 3 i-State(Ti,f_ I(@‘)) = e-state(T,,,(O”))li. 
Inductively, we will show that for j = i, . . . ,e, 
j-State( Tj, ,(okJ)) 1 i 2 u. 
Then, by (6.13) and (6.14), 
e-state( T,,,(Om))li > e-state(T,,,_ ,(Om))(i, 
which establishes (6.12). 
First suppose that j = i. By choice of s2, kj < r. By (6.10), this implies (6.15). 
Now suppose that i d j < e and (6.15) holds for j. By definition of s2 and kj. 
(6.13) 
(6.14) 
(6.15) 
I Tj,t(okj)I = I Tj(okj)l 2 Yj+l. 
Therefore, in Phase 2 of stage t we have the opportunity to define 
Tj+ l,,(OkJ+‘) = Tj,,(Okj), 
Tj+l,t-l/2(" kJ*I*O) = some extension of Tj,,_ 112(okj*O). 
This shows (6.15) for j + 1. In this way we establish (ib). 
Let s3 2 s2 be a stage number such that, for s > s3, T,,JOm) = T,(O”‘). For (ii), it 
suffices to show that, if s > s3, then 
e-state( T,,,(Om) > e-state( T,,,_ i (Om)). (6.16) 
Note that, for each j, 1 d j 6 e + m, T,,,(O”*j) extends T,,,_ i(O”*j). Moreover, it is 
possible to choose T,,,- 1,2 (O”‘*O) in such way that this string extends the corresponding 
value at stage s - 1, T,,(,_ 1)_ l,2 (Om*O). Thus, at stage s we have a choice where all the 
(i)-splittings, 1 6 i Q e between the branches on level m remain. This shows (6.16) and 
completes the Proof of Lemma 3. 
Lemma 6.4. Let e > 0. There exists an e-state 0, called the jinal e-state of T,, and 
a number m such that 
(Vn 3 m)(a.e. s) [e-state(T,,,(O”)) = a]. 
Proof. Suppose that n < n’, and let (T,, cm, be as in (ii) of Lemma 3. With an appropriate 
stage number, (6.10) implies c‘. > cn,. Since there are only finitely many e-states, this 
establishes Lemma 4. 0 
Lemma 6.5. For each i 2 0, the requirement Ri is satisjed. 
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The last two Lemmas will prove (6.5). Let e > 0 be arbitrary. We use the following 
definitions. 
0, m as in Lemma 6.4, 
m(i) (1 < i d e) 
SO 
the numbers uch that T,(Om) = Ti(Om’i’), 
a stage number such that Ti,~,(Omci’)~ (1 6 i d e) and no require- 
ment Rj, j d e, is active at any stage s 2 so. 
Proof. Clear from Lemma 1 and the discussion in Section 3. Also see [lo, Proof of 
Lemma 41. 
Lemma 6.6. Let k > m be arbitrary and let s 2 so be any stage number such that T&Ok) 
has e-state CJ and 1 T,JO“)I < s. Consider the following set of branches of T,,,: 
G = {Te,,(Ok)}u{ T,,AO”*j): mdn<k A l<j<e+n}. 
Then (i) and (ii) below hold. 
(i) (3~ E G)Cv G 4. 
(ii) Suppose that a(e) > e. Let a(e) = code,(P) (P E IZ,) and let ql, q2 E G be arbitrary. 
Then 
ql, y12 do not (e)-split o the strings (v,)~, (q2)P are compatible. (6.17) 
Remark. Note that all the strings in G (Fig. 5) have a length of at least 1 T,,,(ok)I. 
Proof. (i) Suppose that T,,(Ok) $ A. Let n < k be the maximal number such that v := 
T,,,(O”) E A. Then m d n and A, 1 IvI= A 1 Iv/. F or i, 1 < i < e, let n(i) be the number 
Fig. 5. The set G 
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such that T,,,(O”) = Ti,,(Or”‘). We claim that, from stage s on, each tree Tj is stable up 
to level n(i), that is, for each t 2 s and each i, 1 < i d e, 
tvr G n(i))CTi,*(W = Ti,s(“‘)l. (6.18) 
Suppose otherwise. Choose t > s, then i, then r minimal such that Ti,t- 1 (Or) # Ti,,(O*). 
Since Asllvl= Al]vl and 1 Ti,t- ,@‘)I < IvI, the change cannot be caused by a diagonali- 
zation in Phase 3. Note that r > m(i) by choice of sO. Hence, for each s’ > s. 
i-State(Ti,s,(Or)) 6 i-State(Ti,s,(Omci))) = Oli. 
Since Ti., _ 1 (Or) = Ti,,(O') possesses the optimal i-state (T Ii and since we are as conserva- 
tive as possible in Phase 2 of stage t, Ti.,(O’) = Ti,t_ l(Or), a contradiction. This shows 
(6.18). 
By definition of n, it must be the case that some requirement P,,, e’ > e, acts at a stage 
t 2 s and causes A, to extend some branch T,,,,(j) = T&I”*j) (1 < j < e + n). Thus all 
the blocks B, such that z < x and B, c [0, t) are enumerated into A,. 
BY (6.N 
rf:= T,,JOm*j) E T,JO”*j) Z A. 
This shows (i). 
(ii) Suppose that ql, q2, P are as in (ii), and w.1.o.g. suppose that ql # q2. 
Case 1: For some n, m d n < k, and some jr, j,, 
aa = Te,sV’*hJ (h = 132). 
Since (qrI= 1~~1, I(e)“‘(y)l= I(e)VZ(y)l. Then, since the e-state of T&O”) is CJ, 
ql, q2 do not (e)-split o (e)“l = (e)“z o j, Pj, 
o (r~i)~, (v~)~ are compatible. 
Case 2: Otherwise, i.e. q1 and q2 are on d@erent levels of the tree T,,,. Then, by the 
definition of To,s (v~)~ and (I]~)~ are not compatible. Moreover, since a(e) > e, ql and 
q,(e)-split. 
This shows (6.17). Cl 
Lemma 6.7. Suppose that the tt-reduction (e) is total. 
(i) 1f a(e) = code,(P) (where P E II,), then (e)” =,, (&.. 
(ii) 1f a(e) < e, then (e)A is recursive. 
Proof. (i) We give reduction procedures of (e)” to (A)p and of (,4)p to (e)” which are 
total for every oracle, i.e., which are tt-reductions. 
To compute (c)“from (A)p: Given input y, let M = I<e)(y)I. If M < ( T,(Om)l, then let 
the output be (e)‘z: r=(em)@)= 1) (y). Otherwise, compute k > m and s > so such that 
M < I T,JOk)I < s, e-state(T,,,(@)) = d and {e}s(y)J, where s’ = I T,,,(Ok)(. Define 
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G as in Lemma 6.6. Then q’ E A for some ye’ E G. As explained above, using (& as an 
oracle, it is possible to approximate q’, namely to find q E G such that 
(yl)P E HP. 
By definition of k and s, I~](,lq’( > M. Hence, by Lemma 6.6(ii) 
(e>“(y) = (e>“‘(y) = <e)“(y). 
Thus we give (e)“(y) as output. 
To compute (A)p from (e)“: For input y, let z be the number such that y E B,, and let 
M = d, + 1 + 1. If M 6 I TJO”)I, then give T,(Om)p( y)as output. Now suppose otherwise. 
Compute k > m and s > so such that M < IT&ok)l < s and T,,(Ok) has e-state cr. 
Define G as in Lemma 6.6. We again approximate the string n’ E G such that q’ E A: 
using the set (e)” as an oracle, find q E G such that 
(e)” C (e)“. 
Then, ‘1, q’ do not (e)-split. Hence, by Lemma 6.6(ii), (r~)~ and (v’)~ are compatible. Since 
Irll, WI 2 M, V)P(Y) = (V%(Y) = (v)P(Y). Thus we give (?)P(Y) as output. 
Both reduction procedures can be made total for every oracle: the search through the 
finite set G for a string n with the desired property terminates, no matter what the oracle 
is; if it does not terminate successfully, just stop and arbitrarily give 0 as output. 
(ii) Suppose that 1 < o(e) < e. To show that (e)” is recursive, let j = o(e), and let 
s1 > so be stage number such that for every s > sl, T,,JO"'+ ‘) = T,(Om+l). Given input 
y, let z be the number such that I(e)(y)\ E B,. Compute s > s1 such that 8, s [IO, s), 
(c)&)1 and I T,V’+‘)I < s, and let q = T,,(O”*j). Then l(e)( y)l d I ty I. Evaluate 
(e)“(y); we claim that this is the correct answer for (e)*(x). Otherwise, for some t b s 
and R > m, the following hold: 
Te(Om+‘) E T,-l,,(O’;) E A, I T,_l,,(O’;,l < t and, since q s Te,,(Om*j), 
T,- ,,,(O’), T,JO”*j) (e)-split. 
(6.19) 
In phase 2 of stage t, we make a choice 
T,, t(0’“) = T,- i,t(O“‘), 
T,,,- I,N”*O) = Te- I,@“), 
which, by the definition of so, yields e-state o. Since t 2 sl, 
T,_,,,(Ok’) = T,,,,(O”) and T,_l,t(ok”) E Te(Omfl) G T,-l,t(g). 
Hence, by choosing T,_,,,(6), instead of T,_I,r(ti), all the (Q-splittings, 1 < i < e, 
between branches on level m remain, and in addition, by (6.19), we get an (e)-splitting 
between TJOm*j) and T,,,(Om*O). Thus our choice is not the best possible, contradic- 
tion. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 6.7 and of Theorem 3.7. 0 
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